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Khirbet Beit Lei and the Book of Mormon: In , Israeli military engineers were constructing a security road on
the Israeli side of the former West Bank border with Jordan, a few kilometers east of Moshav Lachish. As
their bulldozer cut a path through the hilly countryside, it suddenly cracked into an ancient Judean tomb
carved into the bedrock. Tombs of this type are called burial caves by Israeli archaeologists. Because of this,
the burial cave soon became known to archaeologists as the Jerusalem Cave. Theories developed about how
the Book of Mormon prophet Lehi and his family might have been connected to the site. Since the early s
many thousands of members have been told about a Lehi Cave and a place called Beit Lehi in classes and
firesides, in commentaries and video presentations, and on the Internet. The root of the cave is missing, and
the view here, looking west, shows the two interior burial chambers, each with a triple bench design. The
artificial cave was cut out by ancient Judeans, probably in the eighth century BC, as a tomb site for burial of
deceased persons. Photo by Jeffrey R. The questions surrounding the Khirbet Beit Lei site and discoveries are
essentially issues of archaeology. Until now, however, none of the commentaries or media proposing
connections between the Book of Mormon and Beit Lei have been evaluated by an archaeologist with
expertise in the land of Israel. Accordingly, the Religious Studies Center and the Maxwell Institute at Brigham
Young University asked if I would revisit, research, and evaluate Khirbet Beit Lei and the nearby Jerusalem
Cave to address the claims made by parties who attempt to connect the sites to the narrative in 1 Nephi. Then I
will survey the publications and remarks of professional archaeologists and epigraphers concerning the
Jerusalem Cave and Khirbet Beit Lei. It will also be necessary to review all the existing Latter-day Saint
literature concerning Beit Lehi and Lehi Cave issues, including views both pro and con. Finally, my own
conclusions on these issues will be presented in a question-and-answer format. Ginat studied for his doctorate
at the University of Utah in the early s and received a PhD in cultural anthropology in He specialized in Arab
culture and served in several capacities as an adviser on Arab affairs for various Israeli governments. He
taught anthropology as a professor at the University of Haifa for many years. Since his first experience in
Utah, Ginat has been a friend of the Latter-day Saint community. By all accounts, it was Ginat who, in the
early s, introduced his Latter-day Saint friends including W. Cleon Skousen and Glenn J. Ginat pointed out
that not only could the ruins of the ancient community of Lehi have been the residence of the prophet Lehi but
the nearby cave very well could have been the hideout for Nephi, Laman, Lemuel, Sam, and Zoram. Ginat
feels that after the death of Laban the sons of Lehi would have felt compelled to go into hiding until the state
of alarm had subsided. They would therefore have chosen some extremely obscure place with which they were
familiar and where they knew they could obtain food and water. Ginat states that the cave of Beit Lehi fits all
of these requirements in every respect. He further emphasizes that the Book of Mormon says these men were
gone so long that their own mother gave up hope of their ever returning and went into mourning, thinking they
were dead. This circumstance confirms the idea that they were in hiding for a long time and could have written
the inscriptions on the wall of the Beit Lehi cave indicating that eventually Jerusalem would be redeemed.
This was the place where, according to the traditions and the legends of the Bedouins, a Prophet named Lehi
sat while he blessed and judged the people of Ishmael as well as the people of Judah. The Bedouin said that
Lehi lived many years before Muhammad. The Arab people built a wall of large rocks around the remains of
the tree to protect it as a sacred spot. Cleon Skousen as well as others in the area. Bedouins, the nomad
inhabitants of the area, whose traditions and legends are transmitted from generation to generation, have an
interesting version. One of those settled Bedouins, Mahmoud Ali Hassan Jaaoui, who lives in the neighboring
village of Idna and who dwells with his flock during the spring months in a cave of a nearby hill, said that the
place is called after an Israelite prophet by the name of Lehi who in ancient days was sitting under an old oak
tree judging his people. Skousen and Kimber eventually produced a high-quality film presentation entitled The
Lehi Cave, released for sale to the public in as a VHS videocassette through the Living Scriptures, Inc. The
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film suggests that while the prophet Lehi lived in Jerusalem, the Beit Lei area must have been his land of
inheritance, that his ancestors had lived at the site, and that Lehi himself spent time there, prophesying to the
people of the area. Lehi himself was born at Jerusalem, the film maintains, because his family suddenly left
Beit Lehi to move to the capital at the time of the Assyrian attack on Judah BC when all other cities in Judah
were destroyed. The film also features Joseph Ginat interviewing a local Arab gentlemen identified as Shiekh
sic Muhammad al-Asam, who is asked for the origin of the name Khirbet Beit Lei. Tsafrir is also featured in
the film, discussing the significance of the chapel. A partial summary of the various claims made by Beit Lehi
and Lehi Cave proponents includes the following: The Arabic term Lei pronounced lay is the equivalent of the
Hebrew term Lehi pronounced l? The Khirbet Beit Lei area was so named because it was anciently called Lehi
in the biblical story of Samson see Judges An old well a short distance from the ruins of Khirbet Beit Lei is
identified as En-hakkore Judges Khirbet Beit Lei and the wider surrounding area should more properly be
referred to as Beit Lehi, or the House of Lehi. Though Lehi himself lived at Jerusalem, he spent time at Beit
Lehi and had a residence there. Some local Arabs assert that the origin of the name Khirbet Beit Lei is from an
ancient prophet named Nebi Lei who judged his people at the site. The prophet Lehi would have sat under an
oak tree at Khirbet Beit Lei and judged his people and prophesied unto them. The burial cave near Khirbet
Beit Lei was the specific location where Lehi hid his silver and gold. The Byzantine chapel at Khirbet Beit
Lei, which also featured a mosaic picture of a ship, was built to honor the memory of the prophet Lehi.
Khirbet Beit Lei is called? Its elevation is about four hundred meters above sea level, and it is accessed by
driving eight kilometers east from Lachish toward Amatzia, then turning north, leaving the paved highway,
and travelling along a series of unpaved farm and security roads. The ruins at the site are typical of a medieval
Arab village. The area lies in an Israeli military firing zone for weapons training and is consequently
uninhabited. The Jerusalem Cave is a few hundred meters south of the ruins. Shortly after its discovery in , the
tomb which came to be known by Israelis as the Jerusalem Cave or the so-called Lehi Cave was excavated by
Joseph Naveh on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities. Two burial chambers branched off from the
entry chamber, one to the south and one to the west see fig. Both burial chambers measured just under 3
meters square, and both featured a triple bench design. Plan of the Jerusalem Cave tomb complex after Naveh,
Human bones of eight individuals were found intact in deposition on the benches, along with a bronze ring, a
bronze earring, and a bronze clasp. No other grave goods were found in the cave. Three skeletons were found
in the southern chamber: Five skeletons were found in the western chamber: From the entry chamber into the
two burial chambers were two high doorways. Three longer Hebrew inscriptions, designated by Naveh with
the letters A, B, and C, became a major focus of interest. Inscription A, consisting of two lines, and Inscription
B, consisting of a single line below Inscription A, were both found on the west wall of the entry chamber see
fig. Inscription C was found on the south wall of the entry chamber. Inscriptions A and B from the west wall
of the burial cave entry chamber simplified from Cross, The three inscriptions were transcribed and translated
by Naveh as follows: In , Cross, an expert young epigrapher and professor of Hebrew and oriental languages
and literature at Harvard University, offered transcriptions and translations of the three inscriptions. His were
quite different from those of Naveh in the case of Inscriptions A and B. In his publication, Cross used only
italic transliterations of the Hebrew text he proposed, along with dot word dividers. I am Yahweh thy God: I
will accept the cities of Judah, w? Absolve us O Yahweh! These appeared only in French and remained
essentially unknown to Latter-day Saint parties interested in the Beit Lei area. Lemaire read the three
inscriptions as follows: Absolve from culpability the hand, YHWH. These included depictions of three human
figures, two ships, and a four-sided enclosure with intersecting lines abutted by a less-defined shape. The
human figure on the west wall was the best drawn of the three. It is about 19 cm in height and seems to be
depicted in a robe and some sort of headgear. The figure has been interpreted as a soldier, perhaps in a stance
of prayer see fig. Human figure with headgear from the west wall of the entry chamber after Naveh, The
poorly drawn human figure on the north wall is about 32 cm in height and has been interpreted as holding or
playing a lyre see fig. Human figure holding lyre? The human figure on the east doorjamb of the south wall,
the least describable of the drawings, is about 43 cm in height, and has been interpreted as being in a stance of
prayer see fig. Human figure from the doorjamb of the south wall of the entry chamber after Naveh, The two
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ships, depicted together in a single scene on the south wall, are each about 20 cm long, and feature masts and
square sails see fig. Depiction of two ships from the south wall of the entry chamber after Naveh, In terms of
dating the drawings, which were likely made at the same time as the inscriptions, no characteristic of the
human figures or the ships can be exclusively attributed to the period around BC or to the period after BC.
Depiction of four-sided enclosure from the north wall of the entry chamber after Naveh, In a footnote he
attributed to Yigal Yadin the suggestion that it might be a schematic depiction of an Assyrian camp. In Zevit
offered a well-developed explanation that the four-sided enclosure was a schematic map of the Judean fortress
city of Lachish, and the more rounded entity at the right was a depiction of the Assyrian siege ramp built
against the southwest side of the tel on which the city sat. The smaller enclosure within the four-sided
enclosure would very likely depict the large palace fortress of Lachish Level III at the time of the Assyrian
attack in BC. The perpendicular lines within the four-sided enclosure probably depict main streets in the Level
III town, the western part of which has been partially revealed by excavation. And the orientation of the map,
with east at the top, is in keeping with the well-known biblical idiom where east is the forward direction, while
north and south are at the left and right respectively. Plan of excavations at Tel Lachish east at top. Number 9
represents the excavated portion of the Assyrian siege ramp from BC. The ruins of the ancient village at
Khirbet Beit Lei are located just a few hundred meters north of the Jerusalem Cave. However, archaeological
investigation has determined that there is no connection between the burial cave and the ancient village during
the periods of its occupation.
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The parsonage in Salem Village , as photographed in the late 19th century The present-day archaeological site
of the Salem Village parsonage In Salem Village, in February , Betty Parris , age 9, and her cousin Abigail
Williams , age 11, the daughter and niece, respectively, of Reverend Samuel Parris, began to have fits
described as "beyond the power of Epileptic Fits or natural disease to effect" by John Hale , the minister of the
nearby town of Beverly. Deodat Lawson , a former minister in Salem Village. A doctor, historically assumed
to be William Griggs , [11] could find no physical evidence of any ailment. Other young women in the village
began to exhibit similar behaviors. When Lawson preached as a guest in the Salem Village meetinghouse, he
was interrupted several times by outbursts of the afflicted. Some historians believe that the accusation by Ann
Putnam Jr. At the time, a vicious rivalry was underway between the Putnam and Porter families, one which
deeply polarized the people of Salem. Citizens would often have heated debates, which escalated into
full-fledged fighting, based solely on their opinion of the feud. She was accused of witchcraft because of her
appalling reputation. At her trial, she was accused of rejecting Puritan ideals of self-control and discipline
when she chose to torment and "scorn [children] instead of leading them towards the path of salvation". She
was accused of witchcraft because the Puritans believed that Osborne had her own self-interests in mind
following her remarriage to an indentured servant. She was accused of attracting girls like Abigail Williams
and Betty Parris with stories of enchantment from Malleus Maleficarum. These tales about sexual encounters
with demons, swaying the minds of men, and fortune-telling were said to stimulate the imaginations of girls
and made Tituba an obvious target of accusations. Brought before the local magistrates on the complaint of
witchcraft, they were interrogated for several days, starting on March 1, , then sent to jail. If such upstanding
people could be witches, the townspeople thought, then anybody could be a witch, and church membership
was no protection from accusation. Dorothy Good, the daughter of Sarah Good , was only four years old, but
not exempted from questioning by the magistrates; her answers were construed as a confession that implicated
her mother. In Ipswich, Rachel Clinton was arrested for witchcraft at the end of March on independent charges
unrelated to the afflictions of the girls in Salem Village. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Abigail Hobbs, Mary Warren, and
Deliverance Hobbs all confessed and began naming additional people as accomplices. On April 30, the Rev.
Mary Eastey was released for a few days after her initial arrest because the accusers failed to confirm that it
was she who had afflicted them; she had been arrested again when the accusers reconsidered. In May,
accusations continued to pour in, but some of those suspects began to evade apprehension. Until this point, all
the proceedings were investigative, but on May 27, , William Phips ordered the establishment of a Special
Court of Oyer and Terminer for Suffolk, Essex and Middlesex counties to prosecute the cases of those in jail.
Warrants were issued for more people. Sarah Osborne, one of the first three persons accused, died in jail on
May 10, Warrants were issued for 36 more people, with examinations continuing to take place in Salem
Village: When the Court of Oyer and Terminer convened at the end of May, the total number of people in
custody was It is very certain that the Devils have sometimes represented the Shapes of persons not only
innocent, but also very virtuous. Though I believe that the just God then ordinarily provides a way for the
speedy vindication of the persons thus abused. The Court of Oyer and Terminer This section needs additional
citations for verification. April Chief Magistrate William Stoughton â€” Bishop was described as not living a
Puritan lifestyle, for she wore black clothing and odd costumes, which was against the Puritan code. When she
was examined before her trial, Bishop was asked about her coat, which had been awkwardly "cut or torn in
two ways". She went to trial the same day and was convicted. On June 3, the grand jury endorsed indictments
against Rebecca Nurse and John Willard, but they did not go to trial immediately, for reasons which are
unclear. Bishop was executed by hanging on June 10, The afflicted state of our poor neighbours, that are now
suffering by molestations from the invisible world, we apprehend so deplorable, that we think their condition
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calls for the utmost help of all persons in their several capacities. We cannot but, with all thankfulness,
acknowledge the success which the merciful God has given unto the sedulous and assiduous endeavours of our
honourable rulers, to detect the abominable witchcrafts which have been committed in the country, humbly
praying, that the discovery of those mysterious and mischievous wickednesses may be perfected. As in
complaints upon witchcrafts, there may be matters of inquiry which do not amount unto matters of
presumption, and there may be matters of presumption which yet may not be matters of conviction, so it is
necessary, that all proceedings thereabout be managed with an exceeding tenderness towards those that may
be complained of, especially if they have been persons formerly of an unblemished reputation. When the first
inquiry is made into the circumstances of such as may lie under the just suspicion of witchcrafts, we could
wish that there may be admitted as little as is possible of such noise, company and openness as may too hastily
expose them that are examined, and that there may no thing be used as a test for the trial of the suspected, the
lawfulness whereof may be doubted among the people of God; but that the directions given by such judicious
writers as Perkins and Bernard [be consulted in such a case]. We know not whether some remarkable affronts
given to the Devils by our disbelieving those testimonies whose whole force and strength is from them alone,
may not put a period unto the progress of the dreadful calamity begun upon us, in the accusations of so many
persons, whereof some, we hope, are yet clear from the great transgression laid unto their charge.
Nevertheless, we cannot but humbly recommend unto the government, the speedy and vigorous prosecution of
such as have rendered themselves obnoxious, according to the direction given in the laws of God, and the
wholesome statutes of the English nation, for the detection of witchcrafts. Hutchinson sums the letter, "The
two first and the last sections of this advice took away the force of all the others, and the prosecutions went on
with more vigor than before. Major Nathaniel Saltonstall Esq. According to Upham, Saltonstall deserves the
credit for "being the only public man of his day who had the sense or courage to condemn the proceedings, at
the start. Suspect Roger Toothaker died in prison on June 16, All five women were executed by hanging on
July 19, In mid-July, the constable in Andover invited the afflicted girls from Salem Village to visit with his
wife to try to determine who was causing her afflictions. Ann Foster, her daughter Mary Lacey Sr. Elizabeth
Proctor was given a temporary stay of execution because she was pregnant. Burroughs was carried in a Cart
with others, through the streets of Salem, to Execution. The accusers said the black Man [Devil] stood and
dictated to him. As soon as he was turned off [hanged], Mr. Cotton Mather, being mounted upon a Horse,
addressed himself to the People, partly to declare that he [Mr. Burroughs] was no ordained Minister, partly to
possess the People of his guilt, saying that the devil often had been transformed into the Angel of Light. And
this did somewhat appease the People, and the Executions went on; when he [Mr. Burroughs] was cut down,
he was dragged by a Halter to a Hole, or Grave, between the Rocks, about two feet deep; his Shirt and
Breeches being pulled off, and an old pair of Trousers of one Executed put on his lower parts: Matteson ,
inspired by the Salem trials In September, grand juries indicted eighteen more people. The grand jury failed to
indict William Proctor, who was re-arrested on new charges. On September 19, , Giles Corey refused to plead
at arraignment, and was killed by peine forte et dure , a form of torture in which the subject is pressed beneath
an increasingly heavy load of stones, in an attempt to make him enter a plea. Four pleaded guilty and eleven
others were tried and found guilty. Noyes turning him to the Bodies, said, what a sad thing it is to see Eight
Firebrands of Hell hanging there. Mary Bradbury aged 77 managed to escape with the help of family and
friends. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. The first five cases tried in
January were of the five people who had been indicted but not tried in September: All were found not guilty.
Grand juries were held for many of those remaining in jail. Charges were dismissed against many, but sixteen
more people were indicted and tried, three of whom were found guilty: All were found not guilty, but not
released until they paid their jail fees. Lydia Dustin died in jail on March 10, John Alden by proclamation. It
heard charges against a servant girl, Mary Watkins, for falsely accusing her mistress of witchcraft. They
dismissed charges against all but five people. Legal procedures Overview After someone concluded that a
loss, illness or death had been caused by witchcraft, the accuser entered a complaint against the alleged witch
with the local magistrates. In , the magistrates opted to wait for the arrival of the new charter and governor,
who would establish a Court of Oyer and Terminer to handle these cases. The next step, at the superior court
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level, was to summon witnesses before a grand jury. Several others, including Elizabeth Bassett Proctor and
Abigail Faulkner, were convicted but given temporary reprieves because they were pregnant. Five other
women were convicted in , but the death sentence was never carried out: Giles Corey was pressed to death
during the Salem witch trials in the s Giles Corey , an year-old farmer from the southeast end of Salem called
Salem Farms , refused to enter a plea when he came to trial in September. The judges applied an archaic form
of punishment called peine forte et dure, in which stones were piled on his chest until he could no longer
breathe. After two days of peine fort et dure, Corey died without entering a plea. As soon as the bodies of the
accused were cut down from the trees, they were thrown into a shallow grave and the crowd dispersed. Oral
history claims that the families of the dead reclaimed their bodies after dark and buried them in unmarked
graves on family property. The record books of the time do not note the deaths of any of those executed.
Spectral evidence Title page of Cases of Conscience Boston, by Increase Mather Much, but not all, of the
evidence used against the accused, was spectral evidence , or the testimony of the afflicted who claimed to see
the apparition or the shape of the person who was allegedly afflicting them. Unfortunately the work did not get
released until after the trials had already ended. The publication A Tryal of Witches , related to the Bury St
Edmunds witch trial , was used by the magistrates at Salem when looking for a precedent in allowing spectral
evidence. Since the jurist Sir Matthew Hale.
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As an example where the widows vied for the honour to die with their common husband, the 5th-century BCE
historian Herodotus mentions the Krestones tribe among the Thracians. Naer Oost Indien In Cambodia , both
the lords and the wives of a dead king voluntarily burnt themselves in the 15th and 16th centuries. There was
thus less scope for the social reformer. Here, when a female slave had said she would be willing to die, her
body was subsequently burned with her master on the pyre. Early 20th-century pioneering anthropologist
James G. Frazer , for example, thought that the legendary Greek story of Capaneus , whose wife Evadne threw
herself on his funeral pyre, might be a relic of an earlier custom of live widow-burning. Jauhar[ edit ] Main
article: Jauhar The Rajput practice of Jauhar , known from Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh , was the collective
suicide of widows who preferred death rather than being captured alive and dishonored by victorious Muslim
soldiers in a war. For example, when the founder of the Sikh Empire Ranjit Singh died in , four of his proper
wives and seven of his concubines committed themselves to sati. The low numbers of Jains known to have
committed sati suggests that the practice was uncommon within this community. Buchanan Hamilton in his
early 19th century Shahabad report wrote that Sati-like practice had spread to Muhammadans because he had
heard that a widow had herself buried in the coffin of her dead husband. According to Altekar, there is no
mention of actual sati in the period of Brahmana literature c. In fact, what is written about funeral customs, is
that the widow is brought back from the funeral pyre, typically by a trusted servant. Altekar thinks it
significant that Gautama Buddha , who castigated customs of animal sacrifice, and other customs where pain
was inflicted, is entirely silent about burning women alive. Altekar takes these elements as proofs that burning
widows alive had long ago died out as a practice. Nor do the authors of the Dharmasutras c. A very early
attested case from CE is that of the wife of Goparaja, who immolated herself with her dead husband,
according to the Eran inscription of king Bhanugupta , with another similar case attested from CE. According
to Altekar, it is the period c. As the centuries wore on, Altekar provides a few statistics on the spread of the
custom. In Rajputana , a later stronghold for sati there are two, possibly three reliably attested cases before
CE. For the period from to CE, there are at least 20 such cases. For the Carnatic , we have about 11
inscriptions relative to sati from to CE; for CE we have Thus, a main view that Altekar espoused is that the
spread of sati increased over time with local variations, for example reductions in territories governed by
zealous rulers hostile to the practice , and probably was close to a maximum when the British began to
intervene in the first decades of the nineteenth century. The first archeological evidence in the form of Sati
stones extolling Sati appear around CE, states John Hawley, including the great sati stones ma sati kal from
8th through 15th-century CE and hero-stones "virgal" from the 12th and 13th century. This theory has been
challenged because it does not explain the spread of sati from Kashatriyas to Brahmins, and Brahmins were
not considered to be of inferior caste status than Kshatriyas. According to Annemarie Schimmel , the Mughal
Emperor Akbar was averse to the practice of Sati; however, he expressed his admiration for "widows who
wished to be cremated with their deceased husbands". Reza Pirbhai, a professor of South Asian and World
history, it is unclear if a prohibition on sati was issued by Akbar, and other than a claim of ban by Monserrate
upon his insistence, no other primary sources mention an actual ban. According to Arvind Sharma, a professor
of Comparative Religion specializing on Hinduism, the widow "rejected all this persuasion as well as the
counsel of the Brahmans, and would neither speak nor hear of anything but the Fire". During this era, many
Muslims and Hindus were ambivalent about the practice, with Muslim attitude leaning towards disapproval.
According to Sharma, the evidence nevertheless suggests that sati was universally admired, and both "Hindus
and Muslims went in large numbers to witness a sati". Jahangir prohibited such sati and other customary
practices in Kashmir. When the husbande dieth his wife is burned with him, if shee be alive, if she will not,
her head is shaven, and then is never any account made of her after. At Lahor I saw a most beautiful young
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widow sacrificed, who could not, I think, have been more than twelve years of age. The poor little creature
appeared more dead than alive when she approached the dreadful pit: British and other European colonial
powers[ edit ] A Hindu widow burning herself with the corpse of her husband, s by the London-based
illustrator Frederic Shoberl from traveller accounts. Non-British colonial powers in India[ edit ] The
Portuguese banned the practice in Goa after the conquest of Goa , however the practice continued in the
region.
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Aristi cthonia, "the best chthonic ". Kore Soteira, "the savior maiden", in Megalopolis. Neotera, "the younger",
in Eleusis. Kore of Demeter Hagne in the Homeric hymn. Kore memagmeni, "the mixed daughter" bread.
Demeter and her daughter Persephone were usually called: Demeters, in Rhodes and Sparta The
thesmophoroi, "the legislators" in the Thesmophoria. The Great Goddesses, in Arcadia. The mistresses in
Arcadia. Depicted are female figures dancing among blossoming vegetation; Heraklion Archaeological
Museum The myth of a goddess being abducted and taken to the Underworld is probably Pre-Greek in origin.
Samuel Noah Kramer , the renowned scholar of ancient Sumer , has posited that the Greek story of the
abduction of Persephone may be derived from an ancient Sumerian story in which Ereshkigal , the ancient
Sumerian goddess of the Underworld, is abducted by Kur , the primeval dragon of Sumerian mythology , and
forced to become ruler of the Underworld against her own will. The Homeric Hymn to Demeter mentions the
"plain of Nysa". The earliest depiction of a goddess who may be identified with Persephone growing out of the
ground, is on a plate from the Old-Palace period in Phaistos. The goddess has a vegetable-like appearance, and
she is surrounded by dancing girls between blossoming flowers. Hades with his horses and Persephone down.
An Apulian red-figure volute krater, c. Antikensammlung Berlin In some forms Hades appears with his
chthonic horses. The myth of the rape of Kore was derived from the idea that Hades catches the souls of the
dead and then carries them with his horses into his kingdom. This idea is vague in Homer , but appears in later
Greek depictions, and in Greek folklore. There is evidence that some practices were derived from the religious
practices of the Mycenaean age. A version of a Minoan goddess who may be identified with Kore In the Near
eastern myth of the early agricultural societies, every year the fertility goddess bore the "god of the new year",
who then became her lover, and died immediately in order to be reborn and face the same destiny. Some
findings from Catal Huyuk since the Neolithic age, indicate the worship of the Great Goddess accompanied by
a boyish consort, who symbolizes the annual decay and return of vegetation. The most peculiar feature of the
Minoan belief in the divine, is the appearance of the goddess from above in the dance. Dance floors have been
discovered in addition to "vaulted tombs", and it seems that the dance was ecstatic. Homer memorializes the
dance floor which Daedalus built for Ariadne in the remote past. Above a figure apparently floating in the air
seems to be the goddess herself, appearing amid the whirling dance. Two girls dance between blossoming
flowers, on each side of a similar but armless and legless figure which seems to grow out of the ground. The
goddess is bordered by snake lines which give her a vegetable like appearance She has a large stylized flower
turned over her head. The resemblance with the flower-picking Persephone and her companions is compelling.
On the Dresden vase, Persephone is growing out of the ground, and she is surrounded by the animal-tailed
agricultural gods Silenoi. The Greeks used to give friendly names to the deities of the underworld. Cthonic
Zeus was called Eubuleus , "the good counselor", and the ferryman of the river of the underworld Charon ,
"glad". The labyrinth was both a winding dance-ground and, in the Greek view, a prison with the dreaded
Minotaur at its centre. Mycenean Greece[ edit ] Two women or goddesses on a chariot. Fresco from Tiryns ,
BC. National Archaeological Museum of Athens. There is evidence of a cult in Eleusis from the Mycenean
period; [49] however, there are not sacral finds from this period. The cult was private and there is no
information about it. John Chadwick believes that these were the precursor divinities of Demeter , Persephone
and Poseidon. In the cave of Amnisos at Crete , Eileithyia is related with the annual birth of the divine child
and she is connected with Enesidaon The earth shaker , who is the chthonic aspect of the god Poseidon. The
goddess of nature and her companion survived in the Eleusinian cult, where the following words were uttered
"Mighty Potnia bore a great sun". The name pais the divine child appears in the Mycenean inscriptions, [29]
and the ritual indicates the transition from the old funerary practices to the Greek cremation. Baltimore ,
Maryland The story of her abduction by Hades against her will is traditionally referred to as the Rape of
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Persephone. Persephone used to live far away from the other gods, a goddess within Nature herself before the
days of planting seeds and nurturing plants. In the Olympian telling, the gods Hermes and Apollo had wooed
Persephone; but Demeter rejected all their gifts and hid her daughter away from the company of the Olympian
gods. Persephone was gathering flowers with the Oceanids along with Artemis and Athena â€”the Homeric
Hymn saysâ€”in a field when Hades came to abduct her, bursting through a cleft in the earth. In most versions
she forbids the earth to produce, or she neglects the earth and in the depth of her despair she causes nothing to
grow. Helios , the sun, who sees everything, eventually told Demeter what had happened and at length she
discovered the place of her abode. Finally, Zeus, pressed by the cries of the hungry people and by the other
deities who also heard their anguish, forced Hades to return Persephone. Hades indeed complied with the
request, but first he tricked her, giving her some pomegranate seeds to eat. Persephone was released by
Hermes , who had been sent to retrieve her, but because she had tasted food in the underworld, she was
obliged to spend a third of each year the winter months there, and the remaining part of the year with the gods
above. The Sicilians , among whom her worship was probably introduced by the Corinthian and Megarian
colonists, believed that Hades found her in the meadows near Enna , and that a well arose on the spot where he
descended with her into the lower world. The Cretans thought that their own island had been the scene of the
rape, and the Eleusinians mentioned the Nysian plain in Boeotia, and said that Persephone had descended with
Hades into the lower world at the entrance of the western Oceanus. Later accounts place the rape in Attica ,
near Athens , or near Eleusis. The location of this mythical place may simply be a convention to show that a
magically distant chthonic land of myth was intended in the remote past. Eubuleus was feeding his pigs at the
opening to the underworld when Persephone was abducted by Plouton. His swine were swallowed by the earth
along with her, and the myth is an etiology for the relation of pigs with the ancient rites in Thesmophoria ,
[63] and in Eleusis. In the hymn, Persephone returns and she is reunited with her mother near Eleusis. Demeter
as she has been promised established her mysteries orgies when the Eleusinians built for her a temple near the
spring of Callichorus. These were awful mysteries which were not allowed to be uttered. The uninitiated
would spend a miserable existence in the gloomy space of Hades after death. When Demeter and her daughter
were reunited, the Earth flourished with vegetation and color, but for some months each year, when
Persephone returned to the underworld, the earth once again became a barren realm. This is an origin story to
explain the seasons. In an earlier version, Hecate rescued Persephone. On an Attic red-figured bell krater of c.
This Macaria is asserted to be the daughter of Hades, but no mother is mentioned. In the myth Pluto abducts
Persephone to be his wife and the queen of his realm this is the myth which explains their marriage. The child
was abandoned by his mother and then it was brought up by the powers of nature. Similar myths appear in the
cults of Hyakinthos Amyklai , Erichthonios Athens , and later in the cult of Dionysos. Pluto Ploutos represents
the wealth of the grain that was stored in underground silos or ceramic jars pithoi , during summer months.
Similar subterranean pithoi were used in ancient times for burials and Pluto is fused with Hades , the King of
the realm of the dead. During summer months, the Greek grain-Maiden Kore is lying in the grain of the
underground silos in the realm of Hades, and she is fused with Persephone, the Queen of the Underworld. At
the beginning of the autumn, when the seeds of the old crop are laid on the fields, she ascends and is reunited
with her mother Demeter , for at that time the old crop and the new meet each other. For the initiated, this
union was the symbol of the eternity of human life that flows from the generations which spring from each
other. National Archaeological Museum of Athens The primitive myths of isolated Arcadia seem to be related
to the first Greek-speaking people who came from the north-east during the bronze age. Despoina the mistress
, the goddess of the Arcadian mysteries, is the daughter of Demeter and Poseidon Hippios horse , who
represents the river spirit of the underworld that appears as a horse as often happens in northern-European
folklore. He pursues the mare-Demeter and from the union she bears the horse Arion and a daughter who
originally had the form or the shape of a mare. The two goddesses were not clearly separated and they were
closely connected with the springs and the animals. They were related with the god of rivers and springs;
Poseidon and especially with Artemis , the Mistress of the Animals who was the first nymph. They are the two
Great Goddesses of the Arcadian cults, and evidently they come from a more primitive religion. Seated
goddess, probably Persephone on her throne in the underworld, Severe style ca â€”60, found at Tarentum ,
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Magna Graecia Pergamon Museum , Berlin Queen of the Underworld[ edit ] Persephone held an ancient role
as the dread queen of the Underworld, within which tradition it was forbidden to speak her name. This
tradition comes from her conflation with the very old chthonic divinity Despoina the mistress , whose real
name could not be revealed to anyone except those initiated to her mysteries. Homer describes her as the
formidable, venerable majestic queen of the shades, who carries into effect the curses of men upon the souls of
the dead, along with her husband Hades. Cult of Persephone[ edit ] Persephone was worshipped along with her
mother Demeter and in the same mysteries. Her cults included agrarian magic, dancing, and rituals. The
priests used special vessels and holy symbols, and the people participated with rhymes. In Eleusis there is
evidence of sacred laws and other inscriptions. These festivals were almost always celebrated at the autumn
sowing, and at full-moon according to the Greek tradition. In some local cults the feasts were dedicated to
Demeter. Thesmophoria Kore, daughter of Demeter, celebrated with her mother by the Thesmophoriazusae
women of the festival. Acropolis Museum , Athens Thesmophoria , were celebrated in Athens , and the
festival was widely spread in Greece. This was a festival of secret women-only rituals connected with
marriage customs and commemorated the third of the year, in the month Pyanepsion.
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